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Classification and accounting of computer network traffic is an important task of Internet Service Providers, as
it allows for adjusting the bandwidth, the network policies, and providing better experience to their customers.
However, existing tools for traffic classification are incapable of identifying the traffic in a consistent manner.
The results are usually given on various levels for different flows. For some of them only the application is
identified (as HTTP, BitTorrent, or Skype), for others only the content (as audio, video) or content container
(as Flash), for yet others only the service provider (as Facebook, YouTube, or Google). Furthermore, Deep
Packet Inspection (DPI), which seems to be the most accurate technique, in addition to the extensive needs
for resources, often cannot be used by ISPs in their networks due to privacy or legal reasons. Techniques based
on Machine Learning Algorithms (MLAs) require good quality training data, which are difficult to obtain.
MLAs usually cannot properly deal with other types of traffic, than they are trained to work with – such
traffic is identified as the most probable class, instead of being left unclassified. Another drawback of MLAs
is their inability to detect the content carried by the flow, or the service provider.
To overcome the drawbacks of already existing methods, we developed a novel hybrid method to provide
accurate identification of computer network traffic on six levels: Ethernet, IP protocol, application, behavior,
content, and service provider. The Ethernet and IP protocol levels are identified directly based on the cor-
responding fields from the headers (EtherType in Ethernet frames and Type in IP packet). The application
and behavior levels are assessed by a statistical classifier based on C5.0 Machine Learning Algorithm. Finally,
content and service provider levels are identified based on IP addresses. The training data for the statistical
classifier and the mappings between the different types of content and the IP addresses are created based
on the data collected by Volunteer-Based System, while the mappings between the different service providers
and the IP addresses are created based on the captured DNS replies. Support for the following applications
is built into the system: America’s Army, BitTorrent, DHCP, DNS, various file downloaders, eDonkey, FTP,
HTTP, HTTPS, NETBIOS, NTP, RDP, RTMP, Skype, SSH, and Telnet. Within each application group we
identify a number of behaviors – for example, for HTTP, we selected file transfer, web browsing, web radio,
and unknown. Our system built based on the method provides also traffic accounting and it was tested on 2
datasets.
The classification results are as follows. On the Ethernet and IP protocol levels we achieved 0.00% errors.
The classification on the application and behavior levels were assessed together. Using the first dataset, we
achieved 0.08% of errors, while 0.54% of flows remained as unknown. Using the second dataset, we achieved
0.09% of errors, while 0.75% of flows remained as unknown. Taking into account the content level, the
classification using the first dataset gave us 0.22% errors and 0.47% of unclassified flows, while using the
second dataset it gave us 0.96% of errors and 1.42% of unclassified flows. The classification on the service
provider level was performed only using the first dataset (we needed the application-layer payloads) and it
gave us 1.34% of errors and 1.71% of unknown flows. Therefore, we have shown that our system gives a
consistent, accurate output on all the levels. We also showed that the results provided by our system on the
application level outperformed the results obtained from the most commonly used DPI tools. Finally, our
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Classification and accounting of traffic in computer networks is an important task. To ensure the proper
quality for the users, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are required to know how their networks are being
used. To satisfy their needs, information about the network usage must be presented on multiple levels,
which characterize different aspects of the traffic: layer 3, layer 4 and application protocols, the behavior, the
carried content, and the service provider. At first, the knowledge of how particular applications contribute
to the traffic volume allows to adjust the network structure and settings. For example, users, who prefer
to download large amounts of data using Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications, can be offered higher bandwidth
during the night, while the Quality of Service (QoS) policies in the network can be adjusted to support the
most commonly used interactive applications, such as Skype. However, each application can be used in many
different ways. For example, HTTP clients, as web browsers, can be used to browse pages, stream Internet
radios or Internet TVs, or download big files. Therefore, to assure the proper quality of delivery, the network
providers require the information about how the applications are being used. ISPs can buy bandwidth from
multiple providers, which are characterized by different pricing and links of different quality to various service
providers (as Yahoo, Google, Facebook, etc). To reduce the cost and provide better quality to the users, it is
important to know which services are most commonly used and what kind of content (audio, video, etc.) is
being offered by the services.
The first challenge would be where and how to monitor the traffic. The best places for traffic monitoring
are access, distribution, or core links of the ISPs networks, as we cannot expect to install any software on all
of the users’ devices. The examination of the traffic must not violate the law and users’ privacy. Moreover, the
measurements must be done in real-time, or nearly real-time, to avoid storing huge amounts of data, which
is not doable in high-speed infrastructures with links exceeding 10Gbit/s, without involving large processing
power and storage space.
1.2 Existing Methods for Traffic Classification
There are three main methods of traffic classification in computer networks: classification by transport-layer
port numbers, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), and statistical classification.
Distinguishing the traffic based on port numbers [1, 2] is a well-known method, which is implemented by
many network devices, as routers and layer-3 switches. The method is fast, but it is not capable of detecting
protocols which use dynamic port numbers, as Skype or other P2P [3–5]. The same concerns services, which
use different port numbers than the default ones.
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DPI is more flexible since it relies on inspection of the application payload [6]. Unfortunately, not all the
applications leave patterns, which allow to precisely identify packets belonging to the applications. Therefore,
some application protocols are not detected at all, overmatched (giving false positives), or undermatched
(giving false negatives) – see the pattern descriptions of l-7 filter [7]. Classification methods, which use DPI,
are slow and they require a lot of processing power, which makes them unfeasible for real-time processing in
high-speed networks [3,4]. Furthermore, it can be even impossible to use DPI if the payload is encrypted, the
application signatures were changed [3], or the national law forbids to use this technique because of privacy
and confidentiality concerns [3].
The statistical analysis, a newly emerged technology, is a reply to the drawbacks of the methods described
above. There are two different techniques used in statistical identification of data: classification and clustering.
Creating classification rules and data clusters based on statistical parameters by hand is slow and inefficient.
For that purpose, tools based on Machine Learning Algorithms (MLAs) were invented, which are able to
generate the rules or clusters based on sample data provided as the training input. The accuracy of statistical
classification was assessed to be over 95%, while the ability to distinguish various application protocols was
comparable to DPI, and the speed was similar to port-based classification [1–3, 5, 6, 8–10]. However, current
applications of MLAs have many drawbacks. At first, training of MLAs requires good quality data. Otherwise,
we risk obtaining results of poor accuracy. At second, the classification attributes need to be carefully selected.
If the classifier uses time-based attributes, the classification results can be biased by conditions in the network
at the time of measurement. At third, if the classifier is trained to recognize only several selected types of
traffic, its ability to classify traffic in the real network is also limited. In such case, any flow representing
another type of traffic will be misclassified by being assigned to the most probable class of the included traffic
types.
1.3 Our Contributions
All the classification methods described above have one thing in common: they are not able to identify the
traffic on multiple levels in a consistent manner. The port-based classification usually gives the name of the
application protocol. As we show later in the report, the results provided by the DPI tools are usually a
mix of application names, content names, and service provider names, while no consistency on any level is
preserved. Machine Learning based tools are not easily able to detect the content carried by the traffic or
its service provider, so we developed a hybrid classification method, which accurately identifies the traffic
on multiple levels: Ethernet, IP protocol, application, behavior, content, and service provider. Our system
also provides traffic accounting, so operators are able to see the number of flows and the traffic volume
on the selected classification levels, which passed the monitored network interface during the selected time.
Moreover, the system has the ability to work also with the traffic, which is not defined to be identified by the
system – the classification result is explicitly given as UNKNOWN, instead of assigning the flow to the most
probable class, which is the most common behavior of similar tools. In this report, we show many different
techniques (based on packet headers, C5.0 MLA, IP addresses) used to classify the traffic on multiple levels.
The Machine Learning techniques use training data delivered by our host-based traffic monitoring tool, which
ensures accuracy close to 100% in data labeling. Furthermore, we present the full design, evaluation, and the
practical open-source implementation of our system1.
1.4 The Structure of the Report
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 shows the related work in this area. Then,
we start the description of our project by introducing the scientific methods in Chapter 3. The design of the
1Our Java implementation can be obtained for free from SourceForge [11]
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particular modules of the system is described in Chapter 4. The process of obtaining the training data and
creating the classification rules is shown in Chapter 5. Our system was evaluated on two sets of data; the
first including full packet payloads (Chapter 6) and the second only packet headers (Chapter 7). The results
were discussed and compared with the results obtained by other classification tools in Chapter 8. Chapter 9





2.1 Classification Approaches Using MLAs
Usage of Machine Learning Algorithms (MLAs) in traffic classification is broadly covered by existing scientific
literature. In [3], the authors succeeded in distinguishing 12 different applications by C4.5 based on first 5
packets in the flow with accuracy of around 97%. J48 (a Java implementation of C4.5 with further improve-
ments) was used in [4] to classify 5 different applications. The authors showed that it is possible to skip
from 10 to 1000 packets from the beginning of a flow without significant decrease of the accuracy, which was
fluctuating around 96%. The attribute set used in this experiment included time-based attributes like flow
duration and inter-arrival time. In [12], J48 was used to detect FTP and BitTorrent traffic based on size-
dependent attributes, and the authors demonstrated that encryption mechanisms do not influence accuracy
of the classification, which reached around 98%.
In [2], the authors achieved 96-99% of accuracy, while distinguishing traffic belonging to 5 different classes
by C4.5. The classification attributes included those that require the possession of whole flows (like flow
duration) as well as time-based attributes (as inter-arrival time distribution). It is worth mentioning that the
training data were created by pre-classification based on ports. Flow duration as classification attribute was
also used in [9], where the authors identified 6 applications with accuracy around 88% using C4.5. The method
described in [13] tries to recognize different kinds of HTTP traffic, including video progressive download, based
on flows groups. This interesting Machine Learning approach uses Weka software. Another approach for traffic
classification is described in [14] and is based on signatures contained by packets belonging to flows of particular
types. Signature matching also requires processing of whole flows (at least until the signature is matched).
2.2 Approaches for Obtaining Training Data
The accuracy and results of traffic classification by MLAs are heavily dependent on the quality of the data based
on which the classifier was trained. Inaccurate training data can result in many problems, as low classification
accuracy, or high accuracy, but inappropriate classification of test cases (if training cases were pre-classified
incorrectly). In all the papers referenced above, the training data were obtained in one of the following ways:
collecting data from one application a time, port-based classification, DPI, statistical classification, or using
public data traces. Drawbacks of most of the methods were already described. Collecting data from one
application at a time, for example using Wireshark, is time-consuming, not scalable, and it requires a good
separation of background traffic, such as DNS requests, or system updates.
Obtaining the ground truth can be based on already existing datasets. An example are Cooperative
Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) data traces, which were collected in a passive or an active
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way [15]. Another example is the Internet Measurement Data Catalog [16], also operated by CAIDA, which
provides the references to different sources of data traces, which are available for research. The data are not
stored by CAIDA itself, but on external servers [17]. Although the datasets are pre-classified (or they claim to
contain only the traffic from the particular application / protocol), we do not know how the sets were created
and how clean they are, which is a very important factor during testing traffic classifiers. MAWI repository [18]
contains various packet traces, including daily 15-minutes traces made at a trans-Pacific line (150Mbit/s link).
The traces contain the first 96 bytes of the payload and they were used in several publications, including the
ones about testing of different traffic classifiers [19]. However, their usefulness in testing of classifiers is quite
limited since we do not know what they consist of. Another useful data source is the Community Resource
for Archiving Wireless Data At Dartmouth (CRAWDAD) [20], which stores wireless trace data from many
contributing locations. Some interesting comparison studies were made using datasets from different providers.
In [21] the authors compare the data obtained from CAIDA and CERNET [22]. Many significant differences
between them were found and they concern the lifetimes, lengths, rates of the flows, and the distribution of
the TCP and UDP ports among them. Another interesting project is The Waikato Internet Traffic Storage
(WITS) [23], which aims to collect and document all the Internet traces that the WAND Network Research
Group from the University of Waikato has in their possession. Some of the traces can be freely downloaded
and they contain traffic traces from various areas and of different types (as DSL residential traffic, university
campus traffic, etc). Most of the traces do not have payload (it is zeroed or truncated).
2.3 Our Previous Approaches to Traffic Classification
To avoid problems with establishing of the ground truth for the use of the training data, at Aalborg University
we constructed a new tool for collecting of network data, Volunteer-Based System (VBS), which relies on data
collected from users, who agree to install the VBS client on their computers. The current architecture and
implementation of VBS was presented in [24]. The system will be introduced in Section 5.1, as it was also used
in our current approach for establishing the ground truth. We conducted several experiments and invented
a few methods for traffic classification and Quality of Service (QoS) assessment using the data collected by
VBS [25–28]. Other examples of usage of the VBS tool were obtaining statistics on the flow, application, and
content levels [29,30], and obtaining the ground truth for comparison of different DPI tools [31–33].
As the classification tool in all of our experiments, we chose C5.0, as this improved version of C4.5 is char-
acterized by better performance and accuracy [34]. Our first approach involved recognizing traffic belonging to
7 different traffic groups: Skype, FTP, BitTorrent, web browsing, web radio, interactive gaming, and SSH. We
achieved accuracy of over 99% dependent on the classification options, by using only 35 packets from a random
point in the flow [25]. However, in this experiment we did not sub-classify the traffic inside the web browsing
class, which can be characterized by different behavior and which can carry various contents: regular website
browsing, audio streaming, video streaming, file downloads, etc. Therefore, we updated VBS and included
the possibility of inspecting the content-type header in HTTP packets. We found out that one transport-layer
flow can contain multiple application-layer HTTP streams, which transmit various types of content: HTML
files, web images, audio files, etc. The first packet (and only first packet) of each HTTP stream contains
the content-type header, which indicates the type of the content. In [28], we demonstrated how to use this
information in classification of HTTP traffic by C5.0. This initial approach had overall classification accuracy
of around 85%, but we observed poor accuracy between some traffic classes, e.g. 30% of error between video
and file transfer. Later we found out that this was caused by including in the video class not only the streamed
content, but also video content, which was downloaded to the users’ computers by HTTP (for example, from
YouTube). Other concerns include the problem with precisely defining traffic behavior, as web browsing. The
disability to deal with the unknown traffic (other than matched by our classes) was the last important issue,
and the show stopper at the same time – without resolving this issue, the solution could not be implemented
in the real network.
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2.4 Traffic Identification by Clustering
Usage of MLAs in recognition of computer network traffic by clustering is less popular than classification.
The most commonly used clustering algorithms are K-Means, Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applica-
tions with Noise (DBSCAN), Expectation Maximization (EM), and other based on them [35–42]. As the
environment for performing experiments, the scientist most often choose Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis (WEKA), which provides support for K-Means, COBWEB, DBSCAN, EM, Farthest First, Order-
ing Points to Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS), and many other clustering techniques. All these
algorithms in the context of WEKA were described and compared in [43]. The authors have noticed that
DBSCAN and EM algorithms do not require that the researchers know the number of clusters before the
experiments starts (contrary to K-Means), and therefore, they are the most useful clustering tools to resolve
real life problems. K-Means and DBSCAN were considered for TCP traffic classification of 8 different appli-
cations in [35]. Pre-classified public data traces (1000 and 2000 samples per category) were used as the input.
The overall accuracy of clustering was assessed depending on the chosen data traces to be 79% and 84% for
K-Means, while for DBSCAN it was 76% and 72%.
Another approach, which is able to detect both seen and unseen yet applications by Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm was made in [36]. The authors found out that 5000 samples in the training
data are sufficient to obtain the clustering accuracy of 7 different applications of around 95%. The other
papers, which describe the clustering techniques in traffic classification, also deal with quite low number of
cases provided to the algorithm, for example, 5000 samples in total in [37] and 500 samples per application
in [42]. The performance of the available clustering algorithms was not assessed while trying to construct the





Overview of the Methods
The methods presented in this paper can be divided into three groups used during traffic classification, training,
and testing.
3.1 Classification Methods
Our system performs classification of Ethernet traffic independently on six levels:
1. Ethernet level (for example IP, IPX, APPLETALK)
2. IP protocol level (for example ICMP, TCP, UDP, EIGRP)
3. Application level (for example HTTP, SSH, BITTORRENT, EDONKEY)
4. Behavior level (for example WEBBROWSING, FILETRANSFER, STREAMING)
5. Content level (for example VIDEO, AUDIO)
6. Service provider level (for example YOUTUBE, MSN, WIKIPEDIA)
The traffic labeling is done by several modules, through which the traffic information is subsequently
passed.
Traffic Capturing and Basic Classification Module. It is responsible for capturing all the traffic from
the network and grouping it into flows based on different features, depending on the type of the traffic. The
traffic is identified on Ethernet and IP protocol levels based directly on the EtherType field from Ethernet
frames and the Type field from IP packets, so the results are accurate. Terminated flows (after 60 seconds of
inactivity) are passed to the next modules.
Application and Behavior Classification Module. It is responsible for labeling the traffic on the ap-
plication and behavior levels. Both levels are detected at once based on C5.0 Machine Learning Algorithm,
which needs a file with the decision tree used during the classification process. By replacing the file containing
the decision tree with a new version, we can add new applications and behaviors to the system.
Content Classification Module. It is based on two approaches. The first one uses static mappings between
the former classification levels and the particular content types. The second one is based on dynamically
generated mappings between IP addresses and the particular content types.
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Service Provider Classification Module. It is based on two approaches. The first one uses static map-
pings between the former classification levels and the particular service provider names. The second one is
based on dynamically generated mappings between the IP addresses and the particular service provider names.
3.2 Training Methods
Three modules of our system require an additional input before they are able to classify the traffic.
Application and Behavior Classification Module. The decision tree used by C5.0 is generated during
the training process. The training cases are created based on the real network traces originated from our
host-based monitoring software (see Section 5.1). The traces contain the process name associated with each
flow. The process name is obtained from system sockets. We selected the applications and behaviors in order
to cover the biggest amount of traffic in our traces collected from 54 users.
Content Classification Module. To establish the mappings between the IP addresses and the content
types, we use the data collected by our host-based monitoring software. The collected information also contain
values of the content-type field from HTTP headers associated with each HTTP-based flow. Based on this,
we can find out, which types of content are the most commonly served by the particular IP addresses.
Service Provider Classification Module. The mappings between the IP addresses and the particular
service provider names are obtained by another application created by us, which monitors DNS responses in
the network. These contain the queried domain names and the associated IP addresses, making it possible to
find out which service providers are the most commonly served by the particular IP addresses.
3.3 Testing Methods
We tested the system in two stages. At first, we used a dataset with full packet payloads, consisting of
1 262 022 flows (303 189 TCP and 958 833 UDP) and amounting for 35.69GB (33.97GB TCP and 1.72GB
UDP). It was created using a special version of our host-based monitoring software developed in collaboration
with UPC (see Section 6.1) with help of 3 virtual machines used to generate various types of traffic. By using
this dataset, we were able to test all modules of the classifier. Many modules of our system require training
in advance, so our dataset was split into two disjoint sets; one was used for training, while the second was
used for testing the classifier. Afterwards, the sets were swapped, so all flows were classified, while no flow
was present in both training and testing dataset at the same time.
At second, we used a standard dataset created by our host-based monitoring software. This dataset did
not include packet payloads and it was created through 1.5 years of monitoring of traffic from 54 users. It
consisted of 23 333 721 flows (11 283 867 TCP and 12 049 854 UDP) amounting for 1 677.96GB (1 114.85GB
TCP and 563.11GB UDP). Using this dataset, we were able to evaluate the classification on the application,
behavior, and content levels.
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Design of the System
4.1 Traffic Capturing and Basic Classification Module
This module is responsible for capturing all the Ethernet frames from the network and for the early stages
of traffic classification on level 1 (Ethernet) and 2 (IP protocol). At first, the captured frames are inspected
to obtain the value of the EtherType field, which determines the classification on level 1. The list of possible
values for level 1 corresponds to the possible values of the EtherType field and can be found in the IEEE
Public EtherType list [44]. Then, all the packets are grouped into flows in the following manner:
a) If the EtherType is IP, the network and transport layer headers are inspected as well. The flows are
constructed based on the 5-tuple: local and remote IP addresses, local and remote ports, and the transport
protocol name. As the local IP address, we consider the address, which is on the list of local IP addresses
possessed by the system. Broadcast IP address is always recognized as the remote end. In case that
neither the source nor the destination IP address is on the list of the local IP addresses, the local end is
determined as the source of the first noticed packet of that flow. For each packet of the flow, we collect its
size, direction, and state of the ACK and PSH flags. The level 2 class is determined based on the value of
the Type field from the IP packet. The list of possible classes for level 2 can be found on the official IANA
website [45]. If the module cannot determine the level 2 class, it marks it as UNKNOWN.
b) If the EtherType is of another type, the flows are constructed based on 3-tuple: local and remote MAC
addresses, and the EtherType value. The local end is determined as the source of the first noticed packet
of that flow, if neither the source or destination MAC address is the broadcast MAC, which is considered
to be the remote end. For each packet of the flow, we collect only its size for accounting purposes. The
level 2 class is always set to UNKNOWN.
The basic classification of flows is always accurate, since it is performed based directly on the values of
fields from the Ethernet frame or IP packet. When no new packet in the flow is noticed for over 1 minute, the
flow is considered to be terminated and it is provided to the next classification engine.
4.2 Application and Behavior Classification Module
This module is responsible for classification of the traffic on level 3 (application) and 4 (behavior). The
classification is performed by C5.0, which is based on a machine learning algorithm, so the accuracy depends
on how well the module is trained and which statistical parameters are taken into account. Only the traffic
classified on level 2 as TCP or UDP needs to be examined by this module – the rest obtains the class
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UNKNOWN on both levels without any inspection. Both levels 3 and 4 are assessed together, since the
behavior is directly associated with the particular application.
The list of possible values for levels 3 and 4 determined by this module is shown in Table 4.1. It was created
to cover the most common types of traffic (regarding the number of flows and the number of transmitted
bytes) collected by our user-based traffic analysis software and can be further extended when needed. The
UNKNOWN behavior contains a mix of various application behaviors, which we are not able to separate
and can also contain some elements, which belong to other, explicitly specified classes (as for example for
EDONKEY, the UNKNOWN behavior level class can contain some elements of the FILETRANSFER class,
which we were not able to separate). Note that the different behaviors can be evaluated only with respect to
the particular application.
The classification relies on 50 attributes, which are described in Appendix A. We use mainly attributes
based on packet sizes and to avoid using any time-related statistics, which are sensitive to disturbances in the
network. The decision tree obtained from the training process allows to identify the application and behavior
classes without the knowledge of anything besides the properties of the network and transport layers.
4.3 Content Classification Module
This module is responsible for classification of the traffic on level 5 (content). The classification relies either
on static associations with the previous levels, or it is based on the IP addresses, where the module requires
a file with mappings between the IP addresses and the types of the content. If there is no static association
with the previous levels and if there are no mappings for the particular IP address, the content level class is
assumed to be UNKNOWN. Therefore, the classification accuracy depends on the quality of the mappings.
Table 4.2 shows the content classes assigned by the module to flows belonging to different level 3 and level 4
classes.
4.4 Service Provider Classification Module
This module is responsible for classification of the traffic on level 6 (service provider), which is based on several
approaches:
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Table 4.2: Mappings Between the Application & Behavior Classes and the Content
Application & Behavior Content




All the other classes UNKNOWN
Table 4.3: List of Inconsistencies Between the Detected Levels
Application Service
BITTORRENT other than P2P
DHCP other than LOCAL
EDONKEY other than P2P
NETBIOS other than LOCAL
a) At first, the class is tried to be identified based on the IP addresses. For that purpose, the classifier needs
a list of IP addresses and the corresponding names of the service providers. Several different lists of IP
addresses can be used based on the previous classifications of the flow (i.e., the flows previously classified
as HTTP FILETRANSFER VIDEO can use another list than the flows classified as RTMP STREAMING,
etc.). The classification accuracy depends on the quality of the mappings.
b) Yet unclassified flows are classified as P2P if they directly connect two end-users. It is assigned to flows,
which application level was identified as: BITTORRENT, EDONKEY, or SKYPE.
c) Yet unclassified flows are classified as LOCAL if the remote IP address belongs to the private IP addresses
pools, or if the application level associated with that flows is: DHCP or NETBIOS.
d) All other flows are classified as UNKNOWN.
Afterwards, this module verifies if the classifications on lower levels are consistent with the detected service.
In case of misfits (i.e., a flow classified as BITTORRENT was estimated to originate from YouTube based on
its IP), the classifications on the application, behavior, and content levels are being changed to UNKNOWN.
The list of the inconsistent classifications is shown in Table 4.3.
4.5 Traffic Accounting Module
This module is responsible for accounting of the traffic. The information about the flows is directed to this
module as the final step, after the flows are classified on all the levels. There are two modes available for
logging: the basic mode, which creates aggregated statistics, and the advanced mode, which creates per-flow
records. The following information is logged in the advanced mode:
• Timestamp of the start of the flow
• Local and remote MAC addresses (for non-IP flows only)
• Local and remote IP addresses (for IP flows only)
• Local and remote transport layer port numbers (for IP flows only)
• Number of packets and bytes in the flow, separately in both directions
• Results from the classification on all the six levels
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In the basic mode, to conserve space, the results are stored aggregated by:
• The day of the measurement
• Local MAC address (for non-IP flows only)
• Local IP address (for IP flows only)
• Results from the classification on all the six levels
For each aggregate, we log the number of flows, packets, and Bytes, separately in both directions.
4.6 User Interface Module
The web-based user interface allows the authorized users to access the information collected in the database
by the Traffic accounting module, providing the information about the number of flows and data volume
transmitted by the particular users (or all users altogether) during the selected period of time (or from the




Training of the System Modules
Three of our system modules require an additional input, which is the result of adjusting the system to the
current network environment:
a) Application and behavior classification module requires a file with decision trees, based on which the em-
bedded C5.0 classifier can recognize the application and behavior associated with the particular flows.
b) Content classification module requires a file with mappings between the IP addresses and the most common
types of content, which are from this IP address provided.
c) Service provider classification module requires a file with mappings between the IP addresses and the
provider service names associated with them.
The process of obtaining the decision trees and the files with mappings needed for the particular modules
is shown in Figure 5.1.
5.1 Application and Behavior Classification Module
5.1.1 Obtaining the Training Dataset
This module is based on C5.0 classifier, which uses a machine learning algorithm, so it must be trained on a
properly labeled dataset. To create this dataset, we used Volunteer-Based System (VBS) for Research on the
Internet developed at Aalborg University [24]. The tool was released under The GNU General Public License
v3.0 and it is published as a SourceForge project [11]. VBS consists of clients installed on machines belonging
to volunteers and of the server with the central database. The clients collect the information about the flows of
all Internet traffic data to and from the machine (i.e., start time of the flow, number of packets contained by the
flow, local and remote IP addresses, local and remote ports, transport layer protocol) together with detailed
information about each packet (i.e., direction, size, TCP flags, and relative timestamp to the previous packet).
For each flow, the associated process name obtained from the system sockets is also collected. Additionally,
the system collects some information about the types of transferred HTTP contents, for example text/css or
video/x-mpg. The captured information is transmitted to the VBS server, which stores the data in a MySQL
database. Therefore, the dataset created based on the information from VBS can be used as a source of
ground truth for training of the C5.0 classifier. The design of VBS shown in Figure 5.2 was initially described
in [46] and the current version with further improvements and refinements is shown in [24].
However, there are some limitations of VBS, which have an impact on the collected dataset. The socket
must be open for at least 1 second to be noticed by VBS, so the process name could be collected. Therefore,
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Figure 5.1: Training of the System Modules
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the VBS System [47]
in case of short flows (as 2-packets long DNS flows), the corresponding process name is not observed. Other
limitations result from the host-monitoring nature of VBS, which collects only the data associated with the
particular computer, on which it is installed. To create a representative dataset, the system must be installed
on a representative group of users, who use their computers in a normal way.
5.1.2 Labeling the Training Dataset
At first, we needed to establish the ground truth by creating the rules, which the traffic needs to fulfill to
be assigned to one of the application and behavior classes. All the rules were created by us manually, as it
is not possible to automatically discover the character of the application based on the process name, or to
discover the behavior of the traffic based on its general characteristics. The manual generation of classification
rules is time-consuming, however, it allows us to make the classification consistent on all the levels. The
rules are based mainly on our own observations regarding the traffic of the particular type. Another option
would be to use an automatic training method, which could be based on results of DPI classification (as used
in [48]), or on the process names from VBS. Unfortunately, by using output from DPI tools, we would mix the
classifications on different levels. On the other hand, using the process names would create separate classes
for each application (e.g., uTorrent, BitTorrent) instead of creating logical application groups. That would
impose classification errors and add unneeded complexity, while the output would present lower value to the
user. Additionally, there would be no way to discover the particular behavior of the application.
Labeling the flows with ground truth information on the application and behavior levels is split into two
steps: we start by assigning the application class, and then, we assess the behavior within the particular
application. The rules are processed from the most detailed to the most general, and only the previously
unclassified cases are taken into account. For example, rules for HTTP traffic are processed before the rules
for the BITTORRENT traffic, because BitTorrent clients also use HTTP to download updates, etc. Obviously,
this traffic must be classified as HTTP, not as BITTORRENT. The rules used to establish the ground truth
on the application and behavior levels for all the flows in the VBS database are shown in Appendix B.
Machine Learning based classification heavily depends on the quality of the training data, so the data used
for training must be accurately assigned to the proper classes. However, in our case, the selected traffic classes
are not disjoint but organized in supersets and subsets. For example, HTTP WEBBROWSING is a subset of
HTTP UNKNOWN, which is in turn a subset of UNKNOWN UNKNOWN (see Figure 5.3). Subsets contain
only these flows from the superset, which for sure belong to the particular subset. In many cases that imposes
on us a big margin of tolerance, so that not all the flows from the superset are assigned to the subsets. We
explain labeling of the HTTP traffic on the example given above. At first, all the flows, which contain at least
one packet with an HTTP header, are moved from UNKNOWN UNKNOWN to HTTP UNKNOWN class.
However, many flows were not captured from the beginning and they lack the first packets, which contain the
HTTP header, for example, because the packet capturer crashed and was restarted. Therefore, some of the




Figure 5.3: An example of Supersets and Subsets in Our Classification System
HTTP flows still remain in UNKNOWN UNKNOWN class. That is fully correct, however, the granularity
of this labeling is lower than desired. Then, the flows, which fulfill the special criteria to be considered as
interactive web flows, are moved from HTTP UNKNOWN to HTTP WEBBROWSING class. Again, the
criteria to assess that the behavior is web browsing are based on the general characteristics of most flows of
this type. Consequently, some flows representing this type of behavior will still remain in HTTP UNKNOWN
class, which is correct, but the labeling granularity is lower than desired.
5.1.3 Excluding the Problematic Flows
As long as most of the flows from the superset are assigned to the subsets, Machine Learning based tools are
able to use the data without decrease of accuracy. The classifier will still be properly trained to recognize
the particular traffic classes, and during the classification on the test set, many flows from the superset
will be classified to the proper subset (as many flows from HTTP UNKNOWN will be classified as HTTP
WEBBROWSING). Therefore, the classification can generate more precise results than the granularity of the
ground truth. However, in some cases the ground truth contains more elements of the particular class in the
superset, instead of in the proper subset. That concerns short flows, as for example DNS flows, which are
usually a few packets long, and for which we usually do not have captured the process names. Therefore, most
of DNS flows remain in the UNKNOWN UNKNOWN class. If we use all the flows to generate the training
data, we risk that some applications (as DNS) will not be classified at all.
To avoid this issue, we need to provide to the classifier only the training data, which allow to create
accurate classification rules. The selection of the training data relies on excluding problematic flows, so that
the subsets will always include more flows of the particular class than their supersets. Only the flows which
do not have assigned application names and which do not contain any HTTP header are subject to be partly
excluded. We established a threshold of 25%, which means that the number of flows contained by the superset
and suspicious to belong to its subset must not exceed 25% of the number of flows contained by the subset.
We are not going to exclude all the suspicious flows from the superset, since the superset can contain some
flows which belong to other applications, and which match the same rules as we use during excluding these
flows. The rules for detecting the suspicious traffic are described in Appendix C.
5.1.4 Obtaining the Decision Tree
Afterwards, from each flow contained by the training dataset we create a record of the training information
for our C5.0 classifier, which was used by the the classifier to build the decision tree.
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5.2 Content Classification Module
This module is based on two different approaches – static mappings between the application & behavior levels
and the type of the content, and on the IP addresses. The static mappings were described before in Section 4.3,
so we will focus on the mappings based on the IP addresses, which are the result of training. We use the
mappings between the IP addresses and the type of the content only for the flows, which were classified as
HTTP FILETRANSFER. To obtain the required mappings, we again decided to use the data collected by
VBS, as it also collects the value of the content-type field in HTTP headers. At first, we examined all flows
in the database, for which the ground truth was identified as HTTP FILETRANSFER. We searched inside
them for files, which were at least 1MB (as according to the rule, if a HTTP flow contains a file at least
1MB, the whole flow is classified as HTTP FILETRANSFER) and compared the content-type field from their
HTTP headers to the predefined list. If the file was of the type of audio/xxx, we extracted the source IP
address of the file, and we assigned it to AUDIO class. If it was of the type of video/xxx, we extracted the
source IP address of the file, and we assigned it to VIDEO class. If it was of another type, we extracted the
source IP address of the file, and we assigned it to UNKNOWN class. After this step, we had records of IP
addresses assigned to AUDIO, VIDEO, or UNKNOWN classes – one record for each transmitted file. The
final mappings were obtained by finding the most common classes for the particular IP addresses. If the most
common class for the particular IP address is AUDIO, we store this IP address and mark it as AUDIO. If the
most common class for the particular IP address is VIDEO, we store this IP address and mark it as VIDEO.
If the most common class for the particular IP address is UNKNOWN, we do not store this IP address at all.
5.3 Service Provider Classification Module
This module is also based on two different approaches – static mappings between the values of the application
level and the service provider names, and the mappings between IP addresses and the service provider names
created dynamically. The static mappings were described before in Section 4.4, and they are used after using
the dynamic mappings, which have a higher priority. The dynamic mappings are the result of a training
process.
5.3.1 The Concept of Training
Our concept assumes creating a database of IP addresses assigned to the most often used services, based on
DNS responses. Due to privacy issues, VBS does not inspect DNS packets, so processing of the DNS responses
in order to obtain the IP addresses associated with the particular services was moved to another project, which
relies on network-based monitoring. On a computer, which has access to the network traffic, we installed our
software, which inspects all DNS replies and extracts from them the name of the service, which was queried,
together with all the IP addresses associated with that service name. If the questioned domain name was an
alias (CNAME), all the DNS replies are recurrently processed and all the IP addresses are extracted. DPI
of DNS replies is fast and lightweight, so a dedicated host is able to process all the DNS replies even in a
high-speed network.
It is worth mentioning that one machine, which possesses a single IP address, can be used by many different
network services offered by different providers. The same IP address can be used by, for example, both Google
and Yahoo!, or the questioned domain name can correspond to a proxy. It is not useful to process the DNS
responses directly by the main classifier and to extract the IP addresses in the real time. A DNS response can
be buffered on a host for many days, when the buffered information can be used to get the IP address of the
particular domain name. In the meantime, the host can obtain multiple DNS responses with other domain
names corresponding to the same IP address, so there is no possibility to accurately obtain the real domain
name associated with the particular flow by monitoring the packets in the network. It would be possible only
by host-based monitoring, when all requests to DNS cache will be handled as well.
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5.3.2 The Training Solution
There are two challenges in obtaining the list of mappings between the service provider names and the IP
addresses:
• How to guess which service provider names should be included on the list? There are billions of different
services existing in the Internet.
• How to assign a service name to a single IP, if we discovered that the same IP is used by different service
providers?
The collected domain names, together with the IP addresses are stored in a temporary database table
together with a counter, which informs us how many times the DNS responses contained the particular domain
name associated with the particular IP address. Based on that, we can see which domains were questioned the
most, and we can create appropriate rules for the service providers (as for example for YouTube, the domain
names must contain youtube., ytimg.com, or youtube-nocookie.). When a domain name matches the service
rule, it is together with the corresponding IP addresses removed from the temporary table. Instead, a new,
more general information is stored in the permanent database table: the IP address, the name of the service
provider (as YouTube), and the occurrence rate. So the permanent table differs from the temporary one in
two things: first, the service provider names are stored instead of the domain names. Second, aggregation is
used, so all the domain names associated with the same service (as youtube., ytimg.com, or youtube-nocookie.
with YouTube) and the same IP address, are stored as a single entry.
Based on the permanent table, the final list with mappings between the service provider names and the
IP addresses can be made. Normally, each IP address is associated with the service provider name, that
amounts for the highest number of occurrences for the given IP address. However, we can have multiple
different lists with mappings, which will be used depending on the previous classifications of the flow (i.e.,
flows previously classified as HTTP FILETRANSFER VIDEO can use another list than flows classified as
RTMP STREAMING, etc.). This is useful when two or more services (such as YouTube and Doubleclik.net)
use the same IP address, and we know, that Doubleclik.net does not serve videos, while YouTube does. For
example, we can have a list used for flows identified as HTTP FILETRANSFER VIDEO. On the list, each
IP address is associated with the name of the service provider known from providing video content, which
amounts for the highest number of occurrences for the given IP address. If none of the listed for this IP
address services is known to provide the video content, each IP address is associated with the service provider
name, which amount for the highest number of occurrences for the given IP address (as in the normal case).
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Evaluation of the System on a Dataset
with Full Payloads
The evaluation of the multi-level classifier requires a few steps. The dataset used for the evaluation is created,
the ground truth is established by labeling the dataset on all the levels, and the dataset is divided into the
training and the testing part. The former part is used for creating the necessary input files (decision trees,
mappings between the IP addresses and the content types or service providers), and the latter part is used for
the evaluation of the classification accuracy.
6.1 Creating the Dataset
To make any dataset useful for the purpose of the evaluation of our method, we needed to be able to label
the traffic on all the levels. The dataset collected by VBS is able to deliver all the necessary information
associated with each flow (as IP protocol, application name) but the name of the service provider. Therefore,
we chose to use the dataset collected by a modified version of VBS, which we adjusted to collect also the
packet payloads. It was used in collaboration with UPC BarcelonaTech to test the accuracy of different DPI
tools (see the technical report published at UPC [31] and the conference paper [32]).
6.2 Establishing the Ground Truth
We started by establishing the ground truth – every flow from the dataset was classified on all the 6 levels
using the objective information, including process names from the system sockets, and HTTP URLs from the
HTTP headers.
6.2.1 Ethernet Level
All the flows on level 1 were classified as IP, since VBS collects only IP traffic. However, this did not influence
the obtained classification accuracy – the classification on that level is also based on the EtherType field, so
the classification results would always be the same as the ground truth.
6.2.2 IP Protocol Level
The flows were classified as TCP or UDP based on the information extracted from the packet headers. VBS
collects only TCP and UDP traffic. However, this did not influence the obtained classification accuracy – the
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classification on that level is also based on the IP protocol field, so the classification results would always be
the same as the ground truth.
6.2.3 Application and Behavior Levels
To obtain the ground truth, we used the rules for generating the training data for the Machine-Learning
based classifier on the application and behavior levels, which were processed in the same order as we described
in Section 5.1. The rules were based on the process names from the system sockets and other objective
information from VBS.
6.2.4 Content Level
To establish the ground truth, we made three steps. At first, we used the same static mappings as described
in Section 4.3. Then, the class of HTTP FILETRANSFER flows (which is normally determined based on IP
addresses), was determined based on the real content reflected by the content-type field from HTTP headers.
Flows with the audio content got AUDIO class and flows with the video content got VIDEO class. Finally,
all the yet unclassified flows were classified as UNKNOWN.
6.2.5 Service Provider Level
To establish the ground truth, we made the steps in the same order as described in Section 4.4. Although we
had all the DNS packets together with their payload, we could not use them to generate the ground truth,
as one IP address could correspond to many different service providers. Therefore, instead of using the DNS
mappings, we classified the flows based on the URLs found in the HTTP header of the packets belonging to
these flows. The limitation of this method is that we were able to classify only HTTP flows.
Based on the collected data, we chose 14 service providers to use in the experiment. The rules for matching
the services to the flows are described in Appendix D. As the second step, we used the static mappings as
described in Section 4.4. At the end, the flows, which were not assigned yet to any of these classes, became
assigned to the UNKNOWN class. We are aware that during establishing the ground truth apart of the
statically mapped flows, we were able to identify only HTTP flows, but this is the limitation of the information
possessed by us. We expected that the created classifier would be able to identify correctly more flows, since
it is based on the IP addresses, which makes it able to recognize also non-HTTP flows on the service provider
level.
6.3 The Dataset
Based on the established ground truth, we show the statistics about the applications and their behaviors
contained by our dataset. The dataset consisted of 1 262 022 flows (303 189 TCP and 958 833 UDP) amounting
for 35.69GB (33.97GB TCP and 1.72GB UDP).
We were not able to establish the ground truth on the application level for 59.25% of flows, which amounted
for 11.40% of the total data volume. TCP flows amounted for 3.18% of the total number of flows and 10.88%
of the total data volume without established ground truth. UDP flows amounted for 56.07% of the total
number of flows and 0.52% of the total data volume without established ground truth. In fact, this is caused
by a huge number of unclassified DNS flows, which are usually 2-packets long, so the corresponding socket
application name could not be observed during the capture. The overall ground-truth classification of our
dataset on all the levels is shown in Table 6.2.
For some HTTP flows, we detected the service provider based on the URL field in the HTTP header. The
statistics for HTTP flows are shown in Table 6.1 – we labeled 64.35% of HTTP flows amounting for 79.19%
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Table 6.1: Ground-Truth Classification of Service Providers for the HTTP Traffic
Service Flows MB Flows [%] MB [%]
YOUTUBE 2210 1949.19 3.55 30.06
UNKNOWN 22182 1349.45 35.65 20.81
ORACLE 103 841.74 0.17 12.98
FACEBOOK 5285 681.33 8.50 10.51
WIKIPEDIA 4078 508.19 6.55 7.84
YAHOO 16913 487.49 27.19 7.52
GOOGLE 3273 326.88 5.26 5.04
JUSTIN.TV 4075 134.05 6.55 2.07
UBUNTU.COM 247 102.65 0.40 1.58
MICROSOFT.COM 1301 55.56 2.09 0.86
DOUBLECLICK.NET 2072 38.72 3.33 0.60
TWITTER 297 7.59 0.48 0.12
TRIBALFUSION.COM 95 1.59 0.15 0.02
SCORECARDRESEARCH.COM 82 0.20 0.13 0.00
of the HTTP data volume. In total, for all the flows, we detected the service provider for 22.89% of flows
amounting for 28.97% of the total data volume.
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6.4 Building and Testing of the Classifier
6.4.1 Splitting of the Dataset
We decided to split our dataset into 2 disjoint sets, where each of them contained approximately the same
number of flows. Each flow was randomly assigned to either set 1 or set 2. Both sets were used during the
training and testing of the classifier. At first, set 1 was used as the training set and test 2 as the test set, then
the same procedure was done with both sets swapped. Thanks to that, we were able to test the classifier on
all the flows contained by our dataset, while at the same time no flow was present both in the training and in
the test set.
6.4.2 Traffic Capturing and Basic Classification Module
The evaluation was done on the real payloads of Ethernet frames contained by our dataset. The classification
on level 1 (Ethernet) was based on the EtherType field from the Ethernet frame. It was sufficient to examine
only the first packet in the flow to determine the carried protocol. Since VBS collects only IP traffic, we
expected to obtain all the flows classified as IP.
In case, the obtained class was IP, the module tried to identify level 2 (IP protocol) class based on the
information extracted from the packet headers (IP protocol field). As VBS collects only TCP and UDP traffic,
we expected to obtain all the flows classified as TCP or UDP.
This module classified both sets (1 and 2) at once, since no training was needed on the levels on which the
module operates.
6.4.3 Application and Behavior Classification Module
This module is based on C5.0 classifier, which uses a machine learning algorithm – the design and training
methods were described in Section 4.2 and Section 5.1. Only the traffic classified on level 2 as TCP or UDP
needed to be examined by this module. This module took at first set 1 as the training set and set 2 as the test
set, then the sets were swapped. As we mentioned, the traffic classes in our dataset were not disjoint – they
were organized as supersets, and subsets. In some cases (as for short DNS flows) the superset (as UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN ) could contain more items from the specific traffic class than the precise subset. In our case,
according to ipoque PACE, the ground truth could be established only for 6 600 (0.97%) DNS flows out of
678 381 DNS flows contained by our dataset, because the rest of the flows were collected without the associated
application name. To avoid problems with proper training of the classifier, some data were excluded from the
training sets. However, we did not exclude any data from the test sets – all the flows contained by our test
sets were provided to the classifier unchanged. The method for excluding of the undesirable data from the
training set was described in Section 5.1.
6.4.4 Content Classification Module
This module was based on two different approaches – static mappings between the application & behavior
levels and the type of the content, and on the IP addresses. We used the same static mappings and the same
method for obtaining the dynamic mappings based on IP addresses as described before in Section 5.2, but
again we used our sets 1 and 2. The method was the same as we used previously, when the set 1 was at first
used as the training set and set 2 as the test set, and then the training and test sets were swapped. The
training set was used to generate the dynamic mappings between the IP addresses and the types of content,
then the test set was used to evaluate the results.
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6.4.5 Service Provider Classification Module
This module was built according to the method described in Section 5.3, which is the same as previously used,
when set 1 was at first used as the training set and set 2 as the test set, and then the training and test sets
were swapped.
The full packets from the training set were used as the input to the system, which was responsible for
generating of the mappings between the IP addresses and the service provider names. The mappings were
created using the same method as described in Section 5.3. Based on the services, which we had in our dataset,
we decided to create 3 different mapping lists:
a) For the flows classified on the lower levels as HTTP FILETRANSFER VIDEO: the higher prioritized
services were YOUTUBE and FACEBOOK
b) For the flows classified on the lower levels as RTMP STREAMING: the higher prioritized services were
JUSTIN.TV and YAHOO
c) For the rest of the flows
Afterwards, we classified the traffic from the testing set using these mappings. Then, we applied all the
static mappings based on the detected application names or IP addresses from the private pools. Finally,
all the cases were checked for consistency with previous classifications and all the conflicts were solved by
removing the faulty classifications as described in Section 4.4.
6.5 Results
The classification results are shown and discussed separately for each classification module.
6.5.1 Traffic Capturing and Basic Classification Module
As we expected, this module reached 0.00% of error rate and classified properly all the cases. All 1 262 022
flows were classified on the Ethernet level as IP. On the IP protocol level, 303 189 (24.02%) of the flows were
classified as TCP and 958 833 (75.98%) as UDP.
6.5.2 Application and Behavior Classification Module
The results obtained by this module are shown in Table 6.3. We present the number of flows in each traffic
category (based on the ground truth) together with the percentage of flows, which were classified correctly,
wrong, or as UNKNOWN. There are two categories for the flows correctly classified. The first category, correct,
means that the flows were assigned to the same class as the original one or to a subset of the original class. For
example, flows from the BITTORRENT UNKNOWN class were classified as BITTORRENT UNKNOWN, or
BITTORRENT FILETRANSFER. The second category, correct-lg, means that we obtained results of lower
granularity than the original class, but still both application and behavior levels are not misclassified. For ex-
ample, flows from the BITTORRENT FILETRANSFER class were classified as BITTORRENT UNKNOWN.
As observed, the total error rate for all the flows was 0.08%, while 0.54% of flows remained unknown. If
we look at the average from all the traffic classes, the error rate was slightly bigger (0.71%) and 5.86% of
flows remained unknown. Additionally, we tried to identify 747 866 flows, which ground truth was given as
UNKNOWN UNKNOWN : 88.49% of them were classified as DNS INTERACTIVE, 4.20% as EDONKEY
UNKNOWN, 1.13% as other classes, while only 6.18% remained as UNKNOWN UNKNOWN. It means that
the classifier built by us was able to recognize almost all the traffic for which we were not able to establish
the ground truth due to the unknown application name.
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Table 6.3: Classification by the Application and Behavior Classification Module for the Particular Types of the Traffic







BITTORRENT FILETRANSFER 1038 97.59 0.39 1.16 1.06
BITTORRENT UNKNOWN 61807 98.17 0.00 0.22 1.61
DNS INTERACTIVE 6600 95.00 0.00 0.03 4.97
EDONKEY FILETRANSFER 135 87.41 2.22 4.44 5.93
EDONKEY UNKNOWN 176446 99.52 0.00 0.08 0.40
FTP CONTROL 61 98.36 0.00 0.00 1.64
FTP FILETRANSFER 797 97.24 0.00 1.00 1.76
FTP UNKNOWN 18 33.33 0.00 0.00 66.67
HTTP FILETRANSFER 439 92.94 4.78 1.82 0.46
HTTP UNKNOWN 15840 99.72 0.00 0.21 0.06
HTTP WEBBROWSING 45934 87.38 12.47 0.10 0.05
HTTPS UNKNOWN 8539 93.64 0.00 0.20 6.16
NETBIOS UNKNOWN 9445 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NTP INTERACTIVE 27786 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RDP UNKNOWN 132907 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RTMP STREAMING 145 88.97 0.00 2.76 8.28
SSH UNKNOWN 26219 99.49 0.00 0.02 0.50
For all flows together 514156 98.26 1.12 0.08 0.54
Average from all classes 92.28 1.17 0.71 5.86
Table 6.4: Classification by the Content Classification Module
Content Flows Correct [%] Wrong [%] Unknown [%]
MULTIMEDIA 145 88.97 0.00 11.03
VIDEO 295 77.29 0.00 22.71
WWW 45934 87.38 0.00 12.62
UNKNOWN 1215648 99.78 0.22 0.00
All flows 1262022 99.32 0.22 0.47
Average from classes 88.36 0.06 11.59
6.5.3 Content Classification Module
The accuracy of the classification of the particular types of contents is shown in Table 6.4. As presented, we
did not obtain any false classification within the flows from the MULTIMEDIA, VIDEO, and WWW classes.
The rate of the unclassified flows is heavily influenced by the size of the training and testing sets used in
the experiment. In our case, the ground truth for the flows labeled as UNKNOWN was established as non-
MULTIMEDIA, non-VIDEO, and non-WWW. We obtained 0.22% of errors for this class, which means that
the same IP addresses were used both for the flows transmitting files from the MULTIMEDIA, VIDEO, and
WWW classes, and for flows transmitting other kinds of files. In total, we classified properly 99.32% of flows,
0.22% of flows were classified wrong, and 0.47% remained unknown.
6.5.4 Service Provider Classification Module
The accuracy of classification of particular service providers is shown in Table 6.5. The correct service provider
name was given to 96.95% of classified flows, the wrong service provider name was given to 1.34% of flows,
while for 1.71% it remained unknown. A significant percent of errors originated from DOUBLECLICK.NET
and SCORECARDRESEARCH.COM, which represent advertising services. It looks like their physical infras-
tructure is not centralized, but distributed among servers of other services, to which they supply advertise-
ments. We also observed a significant misclassification between GOOGLE and YOUTUBE, as it seems that
they use the same IP addresses.
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Table 6.5: Classification by the Service Provider Classification Module
Service provider Flows Correct [%] Wrong [%] Unknown [%]
DOUBLECLICK.NET 2072 70.70 26.59 2.70
FACEBOOK 5285 97.35 1.06 1.59
GOOGLE 3273 41.34 42.65 16.01
JUSTIN.TV 4075 50.38 8.20 41.42
LOCAL 9445 100.00 0.00 0.00
MICROSOFT.COM 1301 84.24 15.14 0.61
ORACLE 103 65.05 19.42 15.53
P2P 239426 99.25 0.01 0.74
SCORECARDRESEARCH 82 1.22 95.12 3.66
TRIBALFUSION.COM 95 85.26 0.00 14.74
TWITTER 297 85.19 7.07 7.74
UBUNTU.COM 247 99.19 0.00 0.81
WIKIPEDIA 4078 98.58 0.81 0.61
YAHOO 16913 91.12 4.88 4.00
YOUTUBE 2210 82.67 15.02 2.31
All flows 288902 96.95 1.34 1.71
Average from classes 76.77 15.73 7.50
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Table 6.6: DPI Tools Included in Our Comparison
Name Version Released IdentifiedApplications
PACE 1.41 June 2012 1000
OpenDPI 1.3.0 June 2011 100
nDPI rev. 6391 March 2013 170
L7-filter 2009.05.28 May 2009 110
Libprotoident 2.0.6 Nov 2012 250
NBAR 15.2(4)M2 Nov 2012 85
6.6 Comparison with the Results from DPI Tools on the Applica-
tion Level
The dataset containing packets with full payloads was used previously in [31] and [32] to evaluate the accuracy
of various DPI traffic classifiers: PACE, OpenDPI, NDPI, Libprotoident, NBAR, and two different variants
of L7-filter. Therefore, all the flows contained by the dataset were labeled by all of the DPIs, which allowed
us to compare their accuracy with the accuracy of our system. Table 6.6 shows the versions of the DPI tools
used in the experiment together with the number of applications recognized by them. L7-filter was tested
in two different configurations. In the first version (L7-filter-all), we activated all the patterns, giving a low
priority to the patterns marked as overmatching. In the second version (L7-filter-sel), the patterns declared
as overmatching were not activated. In both cases, the patterns are matched to the first 10 packets or the
first 10 000B in each traffic direction.
All the tools provide results on different levels of granularity. For example, Libprotoident provides only
transport protocol name if it is not able to detect the application. On the other hand, PACE, OpenDPI
and NDPI sometimes provide only the content-level classification (as FLASH ) without indicating what the
application really is (for FLASH it can be HTTP, RTMP, etc). Because most of the results obtained from
these DPI tools are on the application level, we decided to compare the classification results on our application
level. The results provided by the DPI tools were considered to be correct only if the proper result on the
application level was returned. In the comparison, we included only these cases, for which the ground truth
was obtained. The percent of correct classification by all the tools is shown in Table 6.7. The comparison
shows that our multilevel classification system provided very precise results. The overall accuracy of our
system was 99.38% and the average per-class accuracy was 97.44%. The values are higher than the accuracy
of the tested DPI tools.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Evaluation of the System on the Full
VBS Dataset
After the small-scale system evaluation on the dataset containing full packet payloads, we decided to repeat
the experiment on a much bigger dataset. For this purpose, we used the full dataset collected by VBS and
stored at Aalborg University. The dataset contained traces collected by VBS clients installed on 54 machines
belonging to volunteers in Denmark and Poland during around 1.5 years from December 27, 2011 to June
12, 2013. The volunteers were both private and corporate users. Such kind of setup ensures high diversity
of the data despite the relatively limited number of installations. VBS in its original version did not collect
packet payloads, so we were able to test the classification only on the application, behavior, and content levels.
However, the classification results on the Ethernet and IP provider levels are accurate by nature, so no testing
was needed. So, the results of the classification on the service level were the only ones, of which accuracy
we were not able to assess for that dataset. The method of obtaining the ground truth for the application,
behavior, and content levels was the same as for the dataset with full packet payloads, which was described
previously in Section 6.2.
7.1 The Dataset
Based on the established ground truth, we show the statistics about the applications and their behaviors
contained by our dataset. The dataset consisted of 23 333 721 flows (11 283 867 TCP and 12 049 854 UDP)
amounting for 1 677.96GB (1 114.85GB TCP and 563.11GB UDP).
We were not able to establish the ground truth on the application level for 26.33% of flows, which amounted
for 15.33% of the total data volume. TCP flows amounted for 13.08% of the total number of flows and
10.52% of the total data volume without established ground truth. UDP flows amounted for 13.25% of the
total number of flows and 4.81% of the total data volume without established ground truth. In fact, this was
caused by a huge number of unclassified DNS flows, which are usually 2-packets long, so the corresponding
socket application name could not be observed during the capture. The overall ground-truth classification of
our VBS dataset is shown in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.2: Classification by the Application and Behavior Classification Module for the Particular Types of the Traffic in VBS
Dataset







AMERICASARMY GAMESESSION 80 78.75 0.00 15.00 6.25
AMERICASARMY UNKNOWN 6260 99.89 0.00 0.08 0.03
BITTORRENT FILETRANSFER 85705 99.47 0.11 0.12 0.30
BITTORRENT UNKNOWN 11436447 99.78 0.00 0.02 0.20
DHCP INTERACTIVE 4459 99.57 0.00 0.00 0.43
DNS INTERACTIVE 158319 91.05 0.00 0.08 8.88
DOWNLOADER FILETRANSFER 284 70.42 8.10 15.14 6.34
DOWNLOADER UNKNOWN 132375 96.13 0.00 2.06 1.81
EDONKEY FILETRANSFER 2719 92.42 0.88 4.74 1.95
EDONKEY UNKNOWN 82596 96.53 0.00 1.99 1.48
FTP CONTROL 105 79.05 0.00 0.00 20.95
FTP FILETRANSFER 124 71.77 0.00 4.03 24.19
FTP UNKNOWN 11 54.55 0.00 0.00 45.45
HTTP FILETRANSFER 34676 97.56 1.52 0.80 0.12
HTTP UNKNOWN 1583731 99.13 0.00 0.01 0.86
HTTP WEBBROWSING 2355298 86.06 13.30 0.03 0.61
HTTP WEBRADIO 326 92.64 0.31 7.06 0.00
HTTPS UNKNOWN 748695 91.94 0.00 0.41 7.66
NETBIOS UNKNOWN 13133 99.97 0.00 0.00 0.03
NTP INTERACTIVE 58375 99.80 0.00 0.01 0.19
RDP UNKNOWN 12 8.33 0.00 83.33 8.33
RTMP STREAMING 497 85.92 0.00 4.83 9.26
SKYPE CONVERSATION 2480 89.35 1.09 3.95 5.60
SKYPE UNKNOWN 483562 98.51 0.00 0.95 0.55
For all flows together 17190269 97.33 1.83 0.09 0.75
Average from all classes 86.61 1.05 6.03 6.31
7.2 Building and Testing of the Classifier
The method of building and testing of the classifier for the application, behavior, and content levels was the
same as for the dataset with full packet payloads, which was previously described in Section 6.4.
7.3 Results
The classification results are shown and discussed separately for each classification module.
7.3.1 Application and Behavior Classification Module
The results obtained by this module are shown in Table 7.2. We present the number of flows in each traffic
category (based on the ground truth) together with the percentage of flows, which were classified correctly,
wrong, or as UNKNOWN. The category notation is the same as for the dataset with full packet payloads,
which was previously described in Section 6.4.
As observed, the total error rate for all the flows was 0.09%, while 0.75% of flows remained unknown.
If we look at the average from all the traffic classes, the error rate was bigger (6.03%) and 6.31% of flows
remained unknown. As shown in Table 7.2, the per-class error rate was higher due to several classes, which
contained only a few flows. An example can be RDP UNKNOWN, which contained only 12 flows, which
were mostly misclassified. However, the misclassification was not only made due to poor training on a limited
number of flows; in our dataset we could see that the possessed by us RDP UNKNOWN flows were just
connection requests, which were probably rejected from the server, so no real RDP connection was established.
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Table 7.3: Classification by the Content Classification Module of VBS Dataset
Content Flows Correct [%] Wrong [%] Unknown [%]
AUDIO 1765 80.11 6.01 13.88
MULTIMEDIA 497 86.12 0.20 13.68
VIDEO 23511 87.27 0.60 12.13
WWW 2355298 86.06 0.00 13.94
UNKNOWN 20952650 98.94 1.06 0.00
All flows 23333721 97.62 0.96 1.42
Average from classes 87.70 1.58 10.73
Additionally, we tried to identify 6 143 452 flows, which ground truth was given as UNKNOWN UNKNOWN :
29.41% of them were classified as DNS INTERACTIVE, 2.42% as BITTORRENT UNKNOWN, 1.97% as
other classes, while 66.20% remained as UNKNOWN UNKNOWN.
7.3.2 Content Classification Module
The accuracy of the classification of the particular types of contents is shown in Table 7.3. As presented,
we obtained very low classification error (below 1%) within the flows from the MULTIMEDIA, VIDEO, and
WWW classes, and higher classification error of AUDIO flows (6.01%). The rate of the unclassified flows
fluctuated around 13% for all the classes. In our case, the ground truth for the flows labeled as UNKNOWN
was established as non-AUDIO, non-MULTIMEDIA, non-VIDEO, and non-WWW. We obtained only 1.06%
of errors for this class, which means that the same IP addresses were used both for the flows transmitting files
from the AUDIO, MULTIMEDIA, VIDEO, and WWW classes, and for flows transmitting other kinds of files.




Discussion and Comparison of the
Results
The results show that our classifier is able to identify the traffic on multiple different levels with high accuracy.
What is unique for tools relying on Machine Learning capabilities, our classifier can properly handle traffic
from non-recognized applications, marking it as UNKNOWN. We also compared the results of classification
by our classifier to the results given by various DPI tools.
PACE. This DPI tool from ipoque [49] provides very accurate results on the application level. We assessed
its accuracy as 93.78% on our dataset with full payloads. However, some of the results are given on content
level instead, as FLASH, QUICKTIME, or WINDOWSMEDIA. In these cases, we do not really know what
is the application. For example, FLASH content can be transmitted by both HTTP or RTMP application
protocols. Furthermore, the FLASH content can be streamed (as in RTMP) or just downloaded to the user’s
computer, and then saved to a permanent file, or played by the browser (as in the case of YouTube videos,
which use HTTP). Furthermore, we do not have knowledge about the service provider names.
OpenDPI. This DPI tool was an open-source fork of PACE, with removed support for encrypted protocols
and optimization functions. Its accuracy on the application level in our case was 54.19%. Therefore, the range
of the values provided by OpenDPI is almost the same as returned by PACE.
NDPI. This DPI tool is an open-source fork of OpenDPI, which was extended to support some of the
protocols, which were removed in OpenDPI. Its accuracy on the application level was in our case 55.76%.
Furthermore, it is able to provide the classification on the service provider level, as facebook, google, or twitter.
However, the final output of the classification is mixed on different levels. For some flows we only obtain the
application name (as dns or bittorrent), for some we only obtain the content (as flash), and for some we only
obtain the service provider name (as facebook). Based on the application name we cannot estimate what is
the service provider or the content, and vice versa.
Libprotoident. This tool presents a method called Lightweight Packet Inspection (LPI) [50], as it inspects
only first four Bytes of payload in each direction. Therefore, it can be used in many places, where the collected
payload must be truncated due to privacy reasons or legal issues. Its accuracy on the application level in our
case was 94.04%, which means that the tool achieved the highest accuracy among all of the tested DPI tools.
The output from the classifier seems to be also structured in an interesting way, since for many application
protocols it gives also information about the transport-layer protocol (as DNS_TCP, BitTorrent_UDP, or
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Unknown_UDP), which is also unique among all the tested DPI tools. However, many flows obtain the
classification only on the content level (as Flash_Player), or the service provider level (as YahooError).
NBAR. Network-Based Application Recognition (NBAR) was added to many Cisco devices as a feature,
which was supposed to work together with other functions of these devices, as traffic filtering or shaping.
This tool combines different techniques, as port-based classification and DPI. Its accuracy on the application
level was in our case 25.18%. This tool provides a very consistent output, as all the results are given on the
application level. Despite that, the classification accuracy of other tools tested by us was higher.
L7-Filter. L7-filter [51] is an open-source combination of the DPI engine and rules, which can be downloaded
separately and applied to the traffic in various configurations, depending on their status and order. Since the
last version of the rules is from 2009, the accuracy on the application level was in our case 16.19–30.21%
depending on the configuration. As we observed, the results were returned always on the application level.
UPC Classifier. Another interesting classification approach is shown by authors of a tool developed at
UPC BarcelonaTech [52]. The authors performed extensive work regarding traffic classification by various
MLAs (including C5.0). They succeeded in comparing various classification techniques in distinguishing of
14 different application classes, and they achieved accuracy of 88-97%. The final classification tool is based
on C5.0 and it uses an automatic retraining system. It is shown to provide in the particular network results,
which are comparable to the results achieved by PACE. The ground truth for the training data is established
based on DPI techniques: at first, the class of a flow is tried to be obtained by PACE. If PACE cannot provide
the result, L7-filter and NDPI are used. Only the cases for which the ground truth is obtained are provided as
the training data, so the classifier does not provide any UNKNOWN results – all the cases are assigned to the
most probable class. Besides that, the classifier also uses some time-based parameters, as inter-arrival times
of packets or duration of the flow, so the results can depend on the conditions in the network. The format of
the results is a mix of the formats of results provided by PACE, L7-filter, and NDPI.
In our study, we tried to cover the biggest possible extent of applications and their behaviors. It has,
however, many limitations:
• Our classifier is able to recognize only 16 applications and 14 different behaviors in total. Deep Packet
Inspection tools as well as automatically trained classifiers are able to recognize thousands of different
applications. The construction of the multilevel classifier requires us to manually create rules for each
application (or group of applications) and for each of its behaviors. Therefore, we could include in our
study only these applications, from which we collected sufficient amount of traffic. Nevertheless, our
classification covers nearly 90% of the total data volume in the dataset with full payloads and 85% of
the data volume in the second dataset.
• Our datasets contain limited number of applications. The first dataset, which includes full payloads,
was created by us using 3 virtual machines and running the selected applications. The second dataset
contains the data obtained from 54 users from Denmark and Poland over 1.5 years. However, the users
can be considered as not being enough representative – half of them are students using computers in a
school, and the majority of the rest are highly qualified network users.
• The amount and the character of the flows for which we established the ground truth also has an impact
on the overall accuracy. As shown, we were not able to establish the ground truth for around 60% of
flows in the first dataset and for 26% of flows in the second dataset. These flows in majority contain less
than 10 packets, usually 2–4, so the socket name is not noticed by VBS. Therefore, our results should
be considered as results of classification of longer flows.
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• For the second dataset (without packet payloads), we were not able to evaluate the classifier on the
Ethernet, IP protocol, and service provider levels. Although the classifier should be always accurate on
the Ethernet and IP protocol levels, the accuracy of the classification on the service provider level is a
big question mark.
• Considering a big variety of different types of contents and service providers, we did not study how much
training is needed for the classifier to provide high accuracy in a real environment. We neither know,
what is the accuracy of the classifier trained in one environment and working in another one.
• Constructing the rules used to establish the ground truth for the selected applications and their behaviors






This report introduces a novel hybrid method for traffic classification and accounting, which was created to
overcome the drawbacks of already existing methods and tools. The classification is performed on six levels:
Ethernet, IP protocol, application, behavior, content, and service provider.
The system created based on the method was tested on two datasets and it was shown that it provides
accurate results on all the levels. The classification error did not exceed 1.5% on any level during the evaluation
on both datasets. Since the method does not require to inspect the application-layer packet payloads, the
classification is fast and lightweight. So, it can be performed even in high-speed networks. Moreover, the
process does not interfere with users’ privacy issues. Due to the consistent classification of each flow on all the
levels, the accounted traffic can be used to generate many useful reports. The reports can be used by ISPs to
improve their services, lower costs, and attract new customers.
Our open-source implementation of the system in Java can be downloaded from Sourceforge [11]. The
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The classification by C5.0 relies on the following 50 attributes:
• Identifier of the flow, used to match the classification results with the original database records
• Local and remote port numbers
• Transport protocol name
• Number of packets and bytes carried by the flow
• Percent of packets and bytes, which go in the inbound direction
• Average, maximum, minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and standard deviation of total,
inbound, and outbound packet size
• Percent of total, inbound, and outbound packets, which carry any data
• Percent of total, small (< 70B), and big (> 1320B) packets carrying data, which are going into the
inbound direction
• Percent of total, inbound, and outbound packets carrying data, which are small (< 70B) and big (>
1320B)
• Percent of total, inbound, and outbound packets, which have ACK and PSH flag set
• Percent of packets containing ACK, and PSH flag, which are going in the inbound direction




Rules Used to Establish the Ground
Truth on the Application and
Behavior Levels
The rules used to establish the ground truth on the application and behavior levels for the particular applica-
tions are given below.
HTTP. Used for HTTP traffic. Any packet belonging to that flow must contain an HTTP header.
WEBRADIO: Used for Internet radio streams. More than 50% of the inbound packets of that flow must
have PSH flag set. Additionally, the flow must consists of at least 1000 packets, and it must carry content of
a type of audio/mpeg, audio/aac, audio/aacp, or audio/mp4. This behavior concerns only live audio streams;
audio files downloaded and played by the browser are labeled by FILETRANSFER behavior.
FILETRANSFER: Used for transfer of big files. At least one file transmitted by this HTTP flow must be
bigger than 1MB. This behavior concerns any transfer of a big file by HTTP protocol. YouTube video files
represent this behavior as well, as they are normally downloaded to the users’ computers by HTTP, and then
they are played (usually chunk by chunk using progressive download technique).
WEBBROWSING: Used for interactive browsing of web sites. The name of the application belonging
to the flow must be chrome, firefox, or iexplore. Additionally, the flow must not transport any file bigger
than 256 kB with exceptions of images of types image/jpeg, image/png, image/gif, image/bmp, image/jpg,
image/webp, which can be transported of any size.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
HTTPS. Used for HTTPS traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be chrome,
firefox, or iexplore. Additionally, the flow must not carry any packet with an HTTP header, and the remote
port number must be 443.
UNKNOWN: All the flows present this behavior.
AMERICASARMY. Used for America’s Army first-player shooter game. The name of the application
belonging to the flow must be aa3game.
GAMESESSION: Used for main flows generated by a first-player shooter game called America’s Army.
They use UDP transport protocol and there must be at least 200 packets in the flow.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
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BITTORRENT. Used for BitTorrent traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be
utorrent, bittorrent, frostwire, or azureus.
FILETRANSFER: Used for flows, which contain downloads and uploads of files. The flow must amount
for at least 256 kB. More than 90% of bytes, for which the flow amounts, must be transferred in one of the
directions.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
DHCP. Used for DHCP traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be svchost or
dhclient, the local port number must be 68, remote port number 67, and the flow must use UDP transport
protocol.
INTERACTIVE: All the flows present this behavior.
DNS. Used for DNS traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be svchost or dnsmasq
and the remote port number must be 53.
INTERACTIVE: All the flows present this behavior.
EDONKEY. Used for Edonkey traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be amule
or emule.
FILETRANSFER: Used for flows, which present downloads and uploads of files. The flow must amount
for at least 180 kB. More than 90% of bytes, for which the flow amounts, must be transferred in one of the
directions.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
FTP. Used for FTP traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be filezilla, smartftp,
ftpte, or winscp.
CONTROL: Used for control flows. The flow must use remote port number 21 and not more than 90% of
bytes, for which the flow amounts, must be transferred in one of the directions.
FILETRANSFER: Used for transfers of big files. More than 90% of bytes, for which the flow amounts,
must be transferred in one of the directions.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
NETBIOS. Used for NETBIOS traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be system
and the local and remote port numbers must be 137.
UNKNOWN: All the flows present this behavior.
NTP. Used for NTP traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be ntpd or svchost, the
local and remote port numbers must be 123, and the flow must use UDP transport protocol.
INTERACTIVE: All the flows present this behavior.
RDP. Used for Remote Desktop traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be svchost
or xrdp and the local port number must be 3389.
UNKNOWN: All the flows present this behavior.
RTMP. Used for live video and audio transmissions, which use RTMP protocol. Two kinds of flows are
included in this group:
• The name of the application belonging to the flow must be libgcflashpla*, plugin-contai*, chrome, firefox,
or iexplore. Additionally, the flow must contain at least 5001 packets and the remote port number must
be 1935.
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• The name of the application belonging to the flow must be libgcflashpla* or plugin-contai*. Additionally,
the flow must contain at least 5001 packets and the remote port number must be 80.
STREAMING: All the flows present this behavior.
SKYPE. Used for Skype traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be skype.
CONVERSATION: Used for voice and video conversations, file transfers. The number of packets contained
by this flow must be at least 700.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
SSH. Used for SSH traffic. The name of the application belonging to the flow must be sshd or sshd:.
UNKNOWN: All the flows present this behavior.
DOWNLOADER. Used for traffic from various file downloaders. The name of the application belonging
to the flow must be dropbox, chomikbox, or steam.
FILETRANSFER: Used for transfers of big files. The flow must amount for at least 5MB.
UNKNOWN: Assigned to these flows, which do not comply to any of the previously described behaviors.
UNKNOWN. Used for all the flows, which do not fit to the above specified classes.




Rules Used to Detect the Suspicious
Unknown Traffic
We created the following rules for the suspicious traffic, which will be partially excluded from the training
data for C5.0:
a) Suspicious to be DHCP traffic:
Flows classified as UNKNOWN UNKNOWN, without any application name collected from system sockets.
No packet contained by the flow can contain an HTTP header. Additionally, the local port number must
be 68, remote port number 67, and the flow must use UDP transport protocol.
b) Suspicious to be DNS traffic:
Flows classified as UNKNOWN UNKNOWN, without any application name collected from system sockets.
No packet contained by the flow can contain an HTTP header. Additionally, the remote port number must
be 53.
c) Suspicious to be NTP traffic:
Flows classified as UNKNOWN UNKNOWN, without any application name collected from system sockets.
No packet contained by the flow can contain an HTTP header. Additionally, the local and remote port




Service Providers Used During the
Evaluation of the Classifier on the
Dataset with Full Payloads
Based on the collected data, we decided to select the following 14 service providers to use in the experiment:
a) DOUBLECLICK.NET: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: dou-
bleclick.net or 2mdn.net
b) YOUTUBE: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: youtube., ytimg.com,
or youtube-nocookie.
c) FACEBOOK: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: facebook. or
fbcdn.net
d) YAHOO: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: yahoo., yimg.com,
yahooapis., yieldmanager., or bluelithium.com
e) ORACLE: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: oracle.
f) WIKIPEDIA: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: wikipedia., wiki-
media., mediawiki., or wikimediafoundation.
g) JUSTIN.TV: for flows, where theURL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: justin.tv, justintvlivefs.,
or jtvnw.net
h) GOOGLE: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: google., googleads.,
google-analytics., googlesyndication., googleusercontent., googleadservices., googletagservices., or gstatic.com
i) UBUNTU.COM: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: ubuntu.com
j) TWITTER: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: twitter. or twimg.com
k) MICROSOFT.COM: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: mi-
crosoft.com, windowsupdate.com, or atdmt.com
l) KING-ONLINE.RU: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: king-
online.ru
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m) SCORECARDRESEARCH.COM: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern:
scorecardresearch.com
n) TRIBALFUSION.COM: for flows, where the URL field in the HTTP header contains the pattern: tribal-
fusion.com

A Practical Method for Multilevel 
Classification and Accounting of Traffic in 
Computer Networks
TOMASZ BUJLOW, JENS MYRUP PEDERSEN
Existing tools for traffic classification are shown to be incapable of 
identifying the traffic in a consistent manner. For some flows only the 
application is identified, for others only the content, for yet others only the 
service provider. Furthermore, Deep Packet Inspection is characterized by 
extensive needs for resources and privacy or legal concerns. Techniques 
based on Machine Learning Algorithms require good quality training data, 
which are difficult to obtain. They usually cannot properly deal with other 
types of traffic, than they are trained to work with, and they are unable to 
detect the content carried by the flow, or the service provider.
To overcome the drawbacks of already existing methods, we developed a 
novel hybrid method to provide accurate identification of computer network 
traffic on six levels: Ethernet, IP protocol, application, behavior, content, and 
service provider. Our system built based on the method provides also traffic 
accounting and it was tested on 2 datasets. We have shown that our system 
gives a consistent, accurate output on all the levels. We also showed that 
the results provided by our system on the application level outperformed 
the results obtained from the most commonly used DPI tools.
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